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New trends in structural engineering education with application to design of steel structures

Components of higher education are students, faculty and curriculum/teaching paradigms. Regarding the students, higher 
education needs people with desire to improve them; this is a fact. For faculty, in many developing countries, the system 

of faculty rewards is undeniably well-below the level that can safely support faculty’s social needs. As a result, faculty involve in 
other non-academic activities to raise their level of income. Every day passes without resolving this issue turn this “secondary” 
non-academic activity turns to be the faculty’s primary job; the ones who end-up paying the penalty are the students. As for the 
curriculum, we get the famous phrase “we had the best engineering education”; this is true if we modified to “we had the best 
engineering education; then” where both the curriculum and teaching paradigms served the need of that era. However, this 
does not mean that we must fix both for decades. Should not we accept that all what we have shinned-in is currently surpassed 
by something newer and better? Traditional teaching may kill the best designed curriculum. Our teaching pedagogy must be 
developed to fit the needs and modes of today’s students. Generation Z students are not interested anymore in passive learning; 
classes must be switched form teacher-centered to student-centered: The only learning path of this generation is active learning. 
Innovative teaching techniques for design courses (e.g., structural steel design) have been adopted by the author and proved 
to be very rewarding. Among these innovative techniques are blended learning and flipped classrooms, which stretch the 
utilization of technology in our today’s classes. Other techniques such as student-generated examinations, student-generated 
classes and course competitions are also direct reflection of student-centered education. Herein, these innovative paradigms 
will be presented. Believing that the true purpose of education is to stimulate creativity and passion of the students and more 
important to teach them how to master the life-long learning skills, we will come to a conclusion that what-ever we are doing 
now should be reformed: it is a leap of faith.
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